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Abstract: Grid computing offers an effective way to build high-performance computing systems, allowing users
to efficiently access and integrate geographically distributed computers, data and applications. Grid computing
and peer-to-peer computing are both hot topics at present. The convergence of the two systems is increasingly
visible and OGSA provides a framework for integrating grid and peer to peer. Resource discovery in peer to peer
grid computing systems is a fundamental task which provides searching and locating necessary resources for
given processes. Resource discovery involves discovery of appropriate resources required by user
applications. Otherwise Economic model for Grid environment presented newly. In economic Grid environments,
the producers (resource owners) and consumers (resource users) have different goals, objectives, strategies
and supply-and-demand patterns. Mechanism based on economic models is an effective approach to solve the
problem of grid resources management. In this paper a new method for grid computing resource discovery
based on economic criteria by means of improved genetic algorithm with learning automata have been
proposed. Theoretical analysis and simulations prove that improved genetic algorithm with learning automata
in peer-to-peer grid can improve the performance of resource discovery.
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INTRODUCTION have changed the traditional conventional grid resource

Grid computing is a form of distributed computing to adapt to the resource discovery in P2P Grid. Improved
that involves coordinating and controlled sharing of genetic algorithm with learning automata (IGLA) takes full
diverse computing, applications and data, storage, or advantage of the two kinds of algorithms to solve the
network resources across dynamic and geographically problems of resource discovery in P2P Grid. However,
dispersed multi-institutional virtual organizations. grid grids are associated with some  complexities  such  as,
computing have several services. Grid resource discovery grid resources (e.g. CPU, network and storage) are
is one of them. Grid resource discovery refers to the heterogeneous, dynamic and they tend to have faults that
process of locating suitable resources based on users’ may not be predictable and grids are often distributed
requests [1]. This process represents an important step across security domains with large number of varied
based on which resource reservation and task scheduling resources [3]. These complexities have raised several
can take place to enable grid applications development. requirements that should be addressed by any developed
P2P system has been used to discover resources in more resource discovery system.
dynamic, large-scale and distributed environments. Otherwise we are exploring the use of an economic
Recent studies in the field of resource discovery pointed paradigm for Grid computing [4]. We have developed an
out the possible synergies and convergence that can be economy driven grid resource discovery within the
exploited between the Grid and P2P [2].These new models artificial  intelligence technique such as genetic algorithm

discovery and accordingly the new algorithm is required
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and learning automata. These economic models regulate The Resource discoverer is an independent service
the supply and demand for resources in Grid-based virtual
enterprises. We demonstrate the power of these models
in grid computing resource discovery. It uses novel
resource management and discovery algorithms based on
economic principles. 

In this paper we identify requirements of users
(resource providers and consumers) in the Grid economy
and various resource management issues that need to be
addressed in realizing such a Grid system. We briefly
discuss popular economic models for resource trading
and discovery related work that employs computational
economy in resource management. We propose a scalable
architecture and new services for the Grid that provide
mechanisms for addressing effective economic resource
discovery. The proposed architecture in the first step
equipped genetic algorithm to learning automata with the
aims of increasing efficiency of genetic algorithm. And in
the next step is to applying generated technique in grid
computing resource discovery. In all of this process
economic criteria are applied. In this paper, we propose a
P2P Grid resource discovery algorithm, in which improved
genetic algorithm with learning automata are integrated, to
optimize grid resource discovery.

Related Work: There are many projects undergoing to
address  the  issue  of  service  discovery  in  the   Grid.
The latest Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS) of
Globus is based on WSRF (Web Service Resource
Framework) standards providing an index service, to
maintain the (a) set of registered Grid resources in virtual
organizations. Though MDS works well for small to
medium scales, it remains unclear how it could support
global-scale grids as the hierarchical organization and
query routing has hot spots and single point of failure.
Xiong zhi-hue et al. propose to integrate the ant algorithm
and genetic algorithm in [5], but only applying it to the
hardware-software partitioning, no mention of the issue of
grid resource discovery.

Resource Discovery: Resource discovery is a
fundamental service for resource-sharing Environments
such as grid computing. From the perspective of resource
discovery, a Grid is thus a collection of geographically
distributed nodes that may join and leave at any time and
without notice (for example, as a result of system or
communication failure)[6]. Users send their requests to
some known (typically local) node.

responsible for resource discovery and selection based
on application-supplied criteria. This service discovers
and keeps track of available resources. Fast discovery of
available resources and efficient maintenance of resource
states are key requirements for Grids to achieve optimal
utilization of the system and to balance load among the
participating computers.

The goal of this research is to design a protocol for
resource discovery in peer to peer Grid applications.
There are a few well established characteristics that
effective resource discovery protocols for Grid
applications should demonstrate. The following
characteristics have served as guidelines for the proposed
protocol: 1-  economic  criteria  for  resource    discovery.
2- Selection of Best resource for run of incoming
application.

Economic Criteria for Resource Discovery: In economic
computational grid [7], resources have prices and the
users must pay for executing their applications. The user
determines his deadline and budget and then requests
cost or time optimization. A grid resource discovery
mechanism that adopts cost optimization strategy should
discover heterogeneous grid resources for heterogeneous
user jobs so that their execution finishes in the specified
deadline with minimum cost. In this paper, a new
mechanism for cost optimization based on improved
genetic algorithm by means of learning automata for grid
resource discovery is proposed.

P2P Grid Model: Generally, the P2P grid model is
composed of many GridPeers [8]. Each GridPeer
represents a super management domain. Each GridPeer
controls the access of a group of local computing
resources. It plays two roles: one is as the resource
provider, allowing its (or local others) free resources to
implement the other GridPeers’ resources; the other is as
a consumer, arbitrarily uses the local resources or the free
resources of other GridPeers to carry out its task. The idea
of P2P grid model proposed in this paper comes from, but
it differs from its idea. As shown in Figure 1, the bottom
communities of the model using the traditional grid
technologies and the P2P mode is adapted to interact
information between GridPeers.

Learning Automata: Learning Automata are adaptive
decision-making devices operating on unknown random
environments. A Learning Automaton has a finite set of
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actions and each action has a certain probability Genetic Algorithm: Genetic algorithm (GA) is a search
(unknown to the automaton) of getting rewarded by the
environment of the automaton. The aim is to learn to
choose the optimal action (i.e. the action with the highest
probability of being rewarded) through repeated
interaction on the system. If the learning algorithm is
chosen properly, then the iterative process of interacting
on the environment can be made to result in selection of
the optimal action. Figure 1 illustrates how a stochastic
automaton works in feedback connection with a random
environment. Learning Automata can be classified into
two main families: fixed structure learning automata and
variable structure learning automata (VSLA) [9]. In the
following, the variable structure learning automata which
will be used in this paper is described. A VSLA is a
quintuple < , , p, T( , ,p) >, where , , p are an action
set with s actions, an environment response set and the
probability set p containing s probabilities, each being the
probability of performing every action in the current
internal automaton state, respectively. If the response of
the environment takes binary values learning automata
model is P-model and if it takes finite output set with more
than two elements that take values in the interval [0,1],
such a model is referred to as Q-model and when the
output of the environment is a continuous variable in the
interval [0,1], it is refer to as S-model. The function of T is
the reinforcement algorithm, which modifies the action
probability vector p with respect to the performed action
and received response. Assume ¸[0,1] . A general linear
schema for updating action probabilities can be
represented as follows. Let action i be performed then:

Desired Response:

(1)

(2)

Undesired Response:

(3)

(4)

Where a and b are reward and penalty parameters. When
a=b, the automaton is called L . If b=0 the automaton isRP

called L  and if 0<b<<a<1, the automaton is called L .RI RåP

For more Information about learning automata the reader
may refer to [10].

heuristic that mimics the process of natural evolution.
This heuristic (also sometimes called a metaheuristic) is
routinely used to generate useful solutions to
optimization and search problems. [1] Genetic algorithms
belong to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms (EA),
which generate solutions to optimization problems using
techniques inspired by natural evolution, such as
inheritance, mutation, selection and crossover. Genetic
algorithms find application in bioinformatics,
phylogenetics, computational science, engineering,
economics, chemistry, manufacturing, mathematics,
physics, pharmacometrics and other fields.

Resource Discovery by Genetic Algorithm: The genetic
ant algorithm is described below:

Step 1: Initialize parameters of genetic algorithm. Set the
population number N=50, crossover probability. P =0.6,c

mutation probability p =0.2.m

Step 2: Set the termination conditions of genetic
algorithm. Gene  =15, Gene  = 50, Gene =m in m a x min – impro – ration

5% , Gene = 3 , Gene ,Gene denotes the min numberterm min max

of iteration and the max number of iteration respectively.
Gene  denotes the min improvement ratio ofmin – impro – ration

sub population. Gene represents when geneticterm

algorithm continues to iterate Gene in the scope ofterm

iteration numbers. If the min improvement ratio of sub
population is all less than Gene , then themin – impro – ration

genetic algorithm will terminate.

Step 3: Set t=0; initialize P(t); // let P(t) be parents in
current generation t Evaluate P(t);

Step 4: While (not matched for the termination
conditions) do

According to the fitness value of individual and
roulette wheel selection, we decide the selection
probability pi

k=0;

while (k<N ) do {

Set  g=random  [0,  1];   According   to    probability
p    two  parents  within  thescope  of   P(t) isi

selected;
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If P <g<= P + P , apply Davis sequential crossoverm c m

on P(t) to generate P(t+1); If g<= P , apply reversionm

mutation on P(t) to yield P(t+1); if g> P + P , copyc m

P(t) to P(t+1); k=k+2; } //end while (k<N)
Evaluate the fitness value of individual on P(t+1);
t=t+1; //connection part of genetic algorithm and ant
algorithm Step 9: When all learning automata finish the routing from

Step 5 1: Select 10% of the best individual from P(t+1) and probability vector of an action each of them can be as a
insert them into the set S.  2) Equipped each optimum solution and choose the best optimization solution,
solution in set S to learning automata // learning automata namely the solution of the shortest destination and lowest
part cost.

Step 6: Initialize the learning automata parameters Step 10: Check of finishing evolution.
(a=0.1 , b=0.05 ); Reiterate them 5000 times;

Step 7: Deploy m ants in the GridPeer t ,which is behavior of proposed algorithm for peer-to-peer grid0

called source Grid Peer.Select next GridPeer j from the computing resource discovery. The simulator used for the
GridPeer i according to below probability simulation is GridSim [11]. In these experiments, we check

conventional existing method.

where algorithm, such as Bricks, MicroGrid [12] and Sim Grid

// p  is the probability that an automaton receives reward below:T

if resource cost is less than its value in previous iteration.
// p  is the probability that an automaton receives reward It allows modeling of heterogeneous types ofL

if the destination of selected peer in iteration n is less than resources.
the destination of selected peer in iteration n-1. Resource capability can be defined in the form of

f(x,y) is defined as bellow equation: (Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation)

that can be submitted to a resource.

ECC (Expected Cost to Compute) matrix

We define ø (i)=j as a general routing from the peer the Gnutellalike for P2P topologies simulator. We(n)

domain i to the peer domain j at iteration n. The cost of randomly choose some existing GridPeers as neighbors
each machine, which is denoted by è (j), is defined as the for the joining node. We assume the topologies contain(n)

time taken to execute all the assigned tasks: N=20, N=40, N=60, N=80, N=100 GridPeers respectively.

(5) topology. The number of neighbors of each GridPeer is

Step 8: The probability vector of an action are updated by standard deviation 1.5. The neighbor GridPeers for every
using the L  model of learning algorithm A general linear GridPeer is then selected randomly and the connectionsRP

schema for updating action probabilities can be between GridPeers are set up by initializing the forwarding
represented  as  follows.  Let  action  I   be  performed then tables  inside each GridPeer. Resources are then simulated

source GridPeer to destination GridPeer, consider the

Performance Evaluation: This section shows the

the behavior of proposed model by comparing it with

There are several grid simulators that allow
evaluating a new grid scheduling resource discovery

[13]. But Gridsim has some advantages which are listed

MIPS (Million Instructions per Second) as per SPEC

benchmark.
There is no limit on the number of application jobs

It supports simulation of both static and dynamic
schedulers.

First of all we employed the proposed scheme using

All the GridPeers are randomly organized in unstructured

generated from a normal distribution with mean N/20 and
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on each GridPeer by adding a string identifier
corresponding to the name of the resource inside the
resource table of a GridPeer. A resource is added on a
GridPeer with a probability p that denotes the availability
of the resource in the P2P Grid. GridPeers are also added
and removed dynamically as the algorithm runs to
simulate the joining and leaving of GridPeers in the P2P
Grid.

We compare conventional existing method with our
improved genetic algorithm by learning automata. The
metrics that used in the comparison are:

Error Rate: The error rate parameter expenditure Fig. 1: Error rate comparison
improvement algorithms are regulated with regard to each
resource discovery for instance in failure cases of
discovery, or in cases demanding re-discovery.

Wait Time: Wait time is defines as duration of times
before discovery of resource to a task and total time is
complete time of a task.

Average Cost for Resource Purchasing: The average
cost for resource purchasing which buyer may be to pay.

Simulation Result: As shown in Figure. 1 The error rate
in applying the proffered algorithm is more because Fig. 2: Wait time comparison
repeating learning automata to reach the desired resource
is increase.

Figure. 2 is the comparisons wait time between the
conventional approach and improved genetic algorithm
by learning automata. Figure. 2 shows that the system
using improved genetic algorithm by learning automata
performs better than the system with conventional
method in terms of wait time, In terms of Average cost
improved genetic algorithm by learning automata
outperforms the conventional approach scheme as shown
in Figure. 3 especially when the numbers of GridPeers are
very large. 
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